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Foundation Diploma Art & Design 

pre-degree diagnostic 
 

essay intended to loosen students up 
 

have done this project before – in various ways 

 

But 
 

conclusions frequently too implicit 
 

this undermines the arguments 
 

even if beautifully written 



Essay had to be written in strict and unyielding format 
 

an image was supplied as a prompt 
 

students had to argue one of two viewpoints provided 
 

and had to supply an image as a conclusion 
 

this had to match colour, content, compositional register 
 

thus there was a sequence – image > text > image 
 

read pictures critically – essential to domains  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Only 18 / 55 commended – many unadventurous and literal 
  

even literal ones often badly registered or mundane 
 

 

some used apparently literal images intelligently 
 

 

this one puts brakes on the essay’s dialogue 
 

but image is smaller, and set back  



This text is full of the breathless chic which typifies FIAT 
 

images’ slight mismatch could be part of argument 
 

conclusion grounds pre-history of the car 
 

 

new car has less background – ready to claim own mythology 
 

myth a “gradual accretion of […] ideas” (Warner) 



Little immediate resonance, apart from backgrounds 
 

shoes well-weighted in frame terms, with gestural resonances 
  

conclusion echoes and validates text   

(some swagger, not confident, well-referenced, not superficial) 
  

conclusion unifies by drawing out text character 
 

and now seems coy and intelligent – we reread, rethink?  



 

“iconology […] function of images in allegory and symbolism 

and their reference to […] ‘the invisible world of ideas’” 
 

 (Gombrich, in Woodfield 2011)   

 

 archetypes “not innate, but cultural and historical products” 
 

(Warner, 1976) 

 

“knowledge is personal within […] Western epistemology” 
 

(Butler-Palmer, 2013) 

 

“A picture has been said to be something  

between a thing and a thought”  
 

(Samuel Palmer) 

 

 

 



What have I learned? 
 

effort of writing essay can make conclusion seem unnecessary 
 

image task sophisticated – students often stop at selection 
 

I often see more in choices and uses than they do   

 

What will I change? 
 

draft stage as conventional essay > combine tasks 
 

provide selection of images for cropping and manipulation 
 

more iconological input 


